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‘Teachers Day Program’

First Event conducted in the month of September 2015 was Teacher Day Program which was organized by student volunteer along with coordination of class teacher. BE, TE students took lectures on BE, TE, SE class also all teachers were facilitated by student. Manali Salvi and Swapnali Shelar were given first and second award for best teaching.

Teacher’s day Program

Fresher Day party for our FE & SE diploma students

Our second event for Month of September was fresher’s party which was on 10/9/2015 it was organized by our TE and BE students for first year computer and direct diploma students.
All ASCEE coordinators took lots of effort to make this event a remarkable one for our first year students all faculty members also participated to coordinate students.

Our BE students enthusiastically participated for fresher’s party

**Workshop on ‘Phone Gap Technology’**

Our 53 students and all faculty members participated in Phone Gap Technology workshop it was conducted by Techno Kcrips and resource person was Gourov Agarwal. It was coordinated by Prof V M Nair. It made students aware of how to enhance their coding skills for app making on different platforms
Phone Gap Technology workshop felicitation of resource person

A Moment captured during Phone Gap Technology workshop

Seminar of BE students on ‘Recent Technologies’

On 14/9/2015 BE students gave seminar on Recent Technologies topics for seminar were quite new and interesting out of them few are named here Atlas Robot, Power mat, Nike sport watch.

Students Presentation
Parents Teacher Meet

Computer department had organized parent teacher meet on 26/9/2015. Many students and their parents participated for this meet. Ms Nisha Gholap was overall coordinator of this event but Mrs V N Rane, Prof D N Londhe, Prof R B Pawar, Prof T Iltapawar, Prof M R Balpande, Prof A K Mangore, Prof V M Nair, Prof P P Patil, Prof D G Modani all of these faculty members coordinated for this event to make it successful. Prof J G Borade ma’am spoke to all parents and addressed them about the departmental progress.

A Moment of discussion during parents meet
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